
Les mots de liaison à connaître 

1) … organic food is healthy; it is still too expensive for many people.  

 

A) Despite  

B) However  

C) Although  

D) Even  

 

2) … his protests, he had to resign.  

 

A) While  

B) However  

C) For all  

D) Although  

 

3) Fond … I am of sports, I prefer going to the movies.  

 

A) though  

B) while  

C) even  

D) despite  

 

4) This case-study, … interesting, is too complicated.  

 

A) in spite of  

B) while  

C) even  

D) whatever  



 

5) I thought I knew this colleague, … how wrong I was.  

 

A) even  

B) yet  

C) meanwhile  

D) despite  

 

 réponses  

 

Les principales prépositions de lieu 

1) The career centre provides internships ... the country.  

 

A) at  

B) inside  

C) throughout  

D) into  

 

2) Do you mind if I sit … you?  

 

A) besides  

B) close  

C) next to  

D) towards  

 

3) The mailbox is … the bus stop.  

 

A) on  
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B) into  

C) along  

D) by  

 

4) The association contributed five dollars … the bill.  

 

A) into  

B) over  

C) inside  

D) towards  

 

5) George's ranch is … those hills.  

 

A) at  

B) under  

C) beyond  

D) into  

 

 réponses  

 

Les principales prépositions de temps 

1) I worked as an engineer ... a few years.  

 

A) during  

B) while  

C) for  

D) since  
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2) The boss will be back … 4 o' clock.  

 

A) until  

B) by  

C) within  

D) to  

 

3) This applicant will be interviewed … Monday.  

 

A) in  

B) at  

C) until  

D) on  

 

4) … they launched the Blue Perfect range, it has been the top-performing line in 

Singapore.  

 

A) When  

B) Until  

C) For  

D) Since  

 

5) They talked about the new client … they were driving.  

 

A) until  

B) meanwhile  

C) while  

D) during  

 



 réponses  

 

Autres propositions à connaître 

1) Liquidity depends … volatility.  

 

A) to  

B) of  

C) on  

D) upon  

 

2) Resigning … a job can be very stressful.  

 

A) of  

B) in  

C) to  

D) from  

 

3) The company should decide … the bid by Wednesday.  

 

A) of  

B) about  

C) on  

D) for  

 

4) The committee consists … five members.  

 

A) of  

B) in  
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C) for  

D) into  

 

5) The book is divided … ten chapters.  

 

A) in  

B) into  

C) to  

D) of  

 

 réponses  

 

Choix de AS ou LIKE 

1) … in the US, the British securities industry has expanded over the last few years.  

 

A) Like  

B) As  

 

2) We didn't expect a product … Smear-phone to sell like hot cakes.  

 

A) like  

B) as  

 

 réponses  

 

Choisir l'article adéquat (ou l'absence d'article) 

1) ... coffee will be served after … lunch.  
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A) The / …  

B) The / the  

C) … / the  

D) … / …  

 

2) I prefer watching … television to listening to … radio.  

 

A) the / the  

B) the / …  

C) … / the  

D) … / …  

 

3) … Doctor Paul arrived … last week.  

 

A) The / …  

B) … / the  

C) … / …  

D) The / the  

 

4) … unemployment rate has decreased slightly.  

 

A) The  

B) …  

 

5) … French work 35 hours a week.  

 

A) The  

B) …  

 



 réponses  

 

Pronoms, notions de possession et de personne, singulier 

ou pluriel : choisir le mot adéquat 

1) Mr Komura is a colleague of … .  

 

A) them  

B) their  

C) theirs  

D) themselves  

 

2) AltaBista plans to rebuild … search engine.  

 

A) their  

B) his  

C) her  

D) its  

 

3) The manager asked if one of … wanted to apply for the new position.  

 

A) we  

B) our  

C) us  

D) ours  

 

4) The employees went to the meeting by … .  

 

A) them  

B) their  
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C) theirs  

D) themselves  

 

5) The items I bought were not as nice as … you offered me.  

 

A) these  

B) that  

C) the ones  

D) which  

 

 réponses  

 

Place de l’adverbe 

1) Miss Wang is … .  

 

A) late usually  

B) usually late  

 

2) I … to Paris.  

 

A) go often  

B) often go  

 

3) They … ordered the new machine-tool.  

 

A) already have  

B) have already  

 

4) I … haven't found what I'm looking for.  
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A) yet  

B) still  

 

5) Have you … ordered anything from a company called Pear.com?  

 

A) still  

B) ever  

C) already  

D) always  

 

 réponses  

 

BOTH, EITHER et NEITHER 

1) "Did you want this one or that one?" "Give me ... ."  

 

A) the two  

B) the both  

C) both  

D) both them  

 

2) I don't mind whether the shop-steward or the Personnel Manager attends - you can 

bring … .  

 

A) the both  

B) both them  

C) either  

D) neither  
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3) … you attend the meeting or you call the client.  

 

A) Or  

B) Either  

C) Neither  

D) Whether  

 

4) … explanation seems to make sense.  

 

A) Some  

B) Neither  

C) None  

D) No one  

 

5) … I … you will be dismissed.  

 

A) Both / or  

B) Either / and  

C) Neither / nor  

D) Either / nor  

 

 réponses  

 

SOME, ANY et NONE 

1) … car will do.  

 

A) All  
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B) Any  

C) Anyone  

D) Some  

 

2) The client should arrive … moment now.  

 

A) some  

B) every  

C) all  

D) any  

 

3) I don't want to travel … more.  

 

A) no  

B) none  

D) some  

D) any  

 

4) I asked if there were … files left, but my asistant said there were … remaining.  

 

A) any / no one  

B) no / none  

C) some / nothing  

D) any / none  

 

5) Everyone is wrong … of the time.  

 

A) some  

B) somewhat  



C) something  

D) most  

 

 réponses  

 

MUCH, MANY, LITTLE et FEW 

1) I don't like making phone calls … .  

 

A) highly  

B) plenty  

C) much  

D) many  

 

2) I was expecting lots of people at the meeting, but … turned up.  

 

A) little  

B) few  

C) much  

D) many  

 

3) I thought our clients were satisfied, but quite … of them complained.  

 

A) much  

B) little  

C) few  

D) a few  

 

4) Hurry up; there is … time left.  
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A) a little  

B) little  

C) few  

D) a few  

 

5) The rejected applicant spoke … and listened ... .  

 

A) little / least  

B) few / least  

C) little / less  

D) few / less  

 

 réponses  

 

ALL, EVERY, EACH 

1) … four managers discussed the new marketing strategy.  

 

A) Each  

B) All  

C) Every  

D) Together  

 

2) I read the … report last night.  

 

A) all  

B) whole  

C) both  
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D) every  

 

3) I didn't find … cartridge, but I bought … else you had listed.  

 

A) no / anything  

B) some / anything  

C) any / all  

D) any / everything  

 

4) The folders cost 50 cents ….  

 

A) every one  

B) everyone  

C) each  

D) each one  

 

5) In September, sales reached … - time high.  

 

A) an all  

B) an every  

C) a whole  

D) an ever  

 

 réponses  

 

Les quantifieurs 

1) The fires destroyed … homes and forced …residents to flee.  
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A) several dozens / thousand of  

B) dozens of / thousands of  

C) dozens of / thousand of  

D) a dozen of / a thousand of  

 

2) Never in … would I have guessed that this campaign could boost our sales.  

 

A) a million year  

B) a million years  

C) a million of years  

D) millions of year  

 

3) There are … things the next president can do to limit warming.  

 

A) few hundred  

B) few hundreds  

C) a few hundred  

D) a few hundreds  

 

4) Google expects to spend … research and development and related investments in 

renewable energy.  

 

A) tens of millions in  

B) tens of millions on  

C) ten of million in  

D) ten of million on  

 

5) … troops could be needed in postwar Iraq.  



 

A) Several thousands of  

B) Several thousand of  

C) Several thousands  

D) Several thousand  

 

 réponses  

 

Noms indénombrables et autres noms atypiques 

1) The Netherlands … many cities, … with … own unique identity.  

 

A) have / every / their  

B) has / each / their  

C) have / every / its  

D) has / each / its  

 

2) One of the uses of … is to explain how … , as … systems, work.  

 

A) economies / economics / economical  

B) economics / economies / economical  

C) economics / economies / economic  

D) economies / economics / economic  

 

3) There …in the field of marketing agricultural produce.  

 

A) has been much progress  

B) have been much progress  

C) has been many progress  
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D) have been many progress  

 

4) You have a better chance of selling newspapers if … is relevant … the readership.  

 

A) the news is / to  

B) the news are /to  

C) the news is / for  

D) the news are / for  

 

5) We cannot guarantee the accuracy of … posted on our website.  

 

A) the informations that are  

B) the informations that is  

C) the information that is  

D) the information that are  

 

 réponses  

 

Choix sémantique 

1) … development is a pattern of resource use that aims to meet human needs while 

preserving the environment.  

 

A) Durable  

B) Lasted  

C) During  

D) Sustainable  

 

2) The item is handmade and … very expensive.  
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A) consequent  

B) while  

C) hence  

D) resulting  

 

3) I think that the trainees do not like … .  

 

A) themselves  

B) another  

C) one another  

D) each one  

 

4) The investor … £2000 for the Persian carpet.  

 

A) bought  

B) bound  

C) bid  

D) bated  

 

5) Our statisticians need … information.  

 

A) exacting  

B) incorrect  

C) accurate  

D) cleared  

 

 réponses  
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Formation des mots, préfixes et suffixes 

1) I didn't find the client's name on the directory because it had been … .  

 

A) misspelling  

B) misspelled  

C) missing  

D) missed  

 

2) The growing …between the rich and poor are worrying politicians.  

 

A) dilemma  

B) imbalances  

C) disequilibrium  

D) instability  

 

3) Scientists can currently measure the … of the day to an … of about 10 microseconds.  

 

A) long / accurate  

B) length / accurate  

C) long / accuracy  

D) length / accuracy  

 

4) Flue gas from burning coal is the most … pollution in China.  

 

A) afraid  

B) frightened  

C) fearful  



D) worried  

 

5) In all … the meeting will be … .  

 

A) likely / cancelling  

B) likely / cancelled  

C) likelihood / cancelling  

D) likelihood / cancelled  

 

 réponses  

 

Comparatif et superlatif 

1) The Lanos is the … of Daewoo's current offerings.  

 

A) most small and less expensive  

B) smallest and less expensive  

C) most small and least expensive  

D) smallest and least expensive  

 

2) The … you save, the … you pay off your home loan.  

 

A) most / soonest  

B) most / sooner  

C) more / soonest  

D) more / sooner  

 

3) Your report is an interesting one, … it covers a very wide range of issues.  
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A) all the most so as  

B) all the more so as  

B) all the most while  

D) all the more while  

 

4) Arctic sea ice is in … shape than ever, according to the latest satellite observations: 

indeed, it is … .  

 

A) worst / more and more thin  

B) worst / thinner and thinner  

C) worse / more and more thin  

D) worse / thinner and thinner  

 

5) … I like ... is their new model.  

 

A) What / the best  

B) What / best  

C) Which / the best  

D) Which / best  

 

 réponses  

 

Choisir le pronom relatif adéquat 

1) I don't know the reason … the customer complained again.  

A) that  

B) which  

C) for  
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D) why  

 

2) Our new manager, … I have known for years, is a good listener.  

 

A) which  

B) whose  

C) whom  

D) …  

 

3) She is the most dynamic executive … I have ever met.  

 

A) that  

B) whom  

C) who  

D) whose  

 

4) This software, … is very useful for secretaries, is manufactured by Lanux.  

 

A) it  

B) what  

C) which  

D) that  

 

5) There is video evidence of the car … driver stole the goods in the warehouse.  

 

A) which  

B) whom  

C) whose  

D) its  



 

 réponses  

 

Distinction entre participe passé et participe présent 

1) … chairs is a good idea because they can neatly be … away when not in … .  

 

A) Stacking / storing / using  

B) Stacking / stored / use  

C) Stacked / storing / using  

D) Stacked / stored / using  

 

2) The cumulative effects of ... to work are ... .  

 

A) commuted / being studied  

B) commuting / being studied  

C) commuted / being studying  

D) commuting / being studying  

 

3) It might be ... to keep ... between abbreviations and full words.  

 

A) confused / switched  

B) confusing / switching  

C) confused / switching  

D) confusing / switched  

 

4) The goal of an ... system is to reduce the time ... for service.  

 

A) improving / requiring  
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B) improved / required  

C) improving / required  

D) improved / requiring  

 

5) The investigators do not know by how much the speed limit was ... .  

 

A) exceeding  

B) exceedingly  

C) exceed  

D) exceeded  

 

 réponses  

 

IF et WHEN 

1) If our competitors … this information they would … how to market their products.  

 

A) had / have known  

B) have had / have known  

C) have had / know  

D) had had / have known  

 

2) We … make a decision when we … ready.  

 

A) would / are  

B) would / will be  

C) will / are  

D) will / will be  
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3) Which customers … when you … in the US?  

 

A) do you meet / will be  

B) will you meet / will be  

C) will you meet / are  

D) would you meet / would be  

 

4) The Personnel Manager asked me if I … any placement last summer.  

 

A) have  

B) had  

C) have had  

D) had had  

 

5) If I … you, I … wait for better technology instead of buying this screen.  

 

A) was / will  

B) was / would  

C) were / will  

D) were / would  

 

 réponses  

 

Cohérence entre le verbe et les autres éléments de la 

phrase 

1) Thousands of jobs ... to Morocco.  

 

A) has been outsourcing  
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B) have been outsourcing  

C) has been outsource  

D) have been outsourced  

 

2) A new plant … near Bombay.  

 

A) has been being built  

B) is been built  

C) is being built  

D) has been build  

 

3) CFD's sales force … more efficient in dealing with multiple languages.  

 

A) have been becoming  

B) has been becoming  

C) have become  

D) has become  

 

4) The topic and the timing of the seminar … successful.  

 

A) has made it  

B) have made it  

C) has made them  

D) have made them  

 

5) IBT … successfully developed software solutions for a wide range of … .  

 

A) has / industry  

B) have / industry  



C) has / industries  

D) have / industries  

 

 réponses  

 

Présent simple ou présent continu 

1) We ... our corporate image.  

 

A) have been currently updating  

B) have currently updated  

C) currently update  

D) are currently updating  

 

2) I get a lot of phone-calls because I … for a colleague who is on maternity leave.  

 

A) cover  

B) have covered  

C) am covering  

D) had covered  

 

3) We can meet when I … back.  

 

A) am getting  

B) get  

C) will get  

D) would get  

 

4) I … to Barcelona to meet our distributors once a month.  
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A) am going  

B) go  

C) use to go  

D) would go  

 

5) The CEO … about transferring Tom to our Belgian subsidiary.  

 

A) think  

B) thinks  

C) is thinking  

D) has been think  

 

 réponses  

 

FOR, SINCE, AGO 

1) We … in Oxford for ten years and then we … to London.  

 

A) have lived / have moved  

B) have lived / moved  

C) lived / have moved  

D) lived / moved  

 

2) Our export manager … in Australia … the last week.  

 

A) is / since  

B) is / for  

C) has been / since  
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D) has been / for  

 

3) Our banker … three times this morning and … here this afternoon.  

 

A) has rung up / has come  

B) has rung up / came  

C) rang up / has come  

D) rang up / had come  

 

4) It … 5 years since we … the assembly-line.  

 

A) was / have streamlined  

B) is / have streamlined  

C) was / streamlined  

D) is / streamlined  

 

5) We … in London for 10 years when we … to Oxford.  

 

A) have lived / have moved  

B) have been living / have moved  

C) had lived / moved  

D) had been living / moved  

 

 réponses  

 

La concordance des temps 

1) John … that he … any confidential information.  
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A) denied / has disclosed  

B) has denied / has disclosed  

C) denied / had disclosed  

D) has denied / would disclose  

 

2) The accountant asked me when Mike … to Cairo.  

 

A) will go  

B) was going  

C) were going  

D) goes  

 

3) Tom said that he … home when his car … into a tree.  

 

A) was driving / had crashed  

B) drove / crashed  

C) was driving / crashed  

D) drove / had crashed  

 

4) When I … to the station, I … I … my briefcase at the office.  

 

A) have got / have realized / have left  

B) got / have realized / have left  

C) got / realized / had left  

D) have got / have realized / had left  

 

5) The technician … that the machine … be repaired within a day or two.  

 

A) has hoped / will  



B) hoped / will  

C) has hoped / would  

D) hoped / would  

 

 réponses  

 

Les verbes à particule 

1) The boss has put … the meeting.  

 

A) out  

B) off  

C) away  

D) up  

 

2) I wrote … the address to make sure I would not forget it.  

 

A) up  

B) in  

C) down  

D) off  

 

3) We are going to run … of spare parts.  

 

A) down  

B) up  

C) away  

D) out  
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4) Could you pick … John from the airport?  

 

A) down  

B) on  

C) up  

D) out  

 

5) AB plc took our company … last year.  

 

A) on  

B) off  

C) over  

D) back  

 

 réponses  

 

Verbes suivis de TO + infinitif et verbes suivis de –ING 

1) Unfortunately, I didn't remember … him about the new plant so I have nothing … 

you about it.  

 

A) to ask / to tell  

B) to ask / telling  

C) asking / to tell  

D) asking / telling  

 

2) I look forward to … you.  

 

A) hear from  
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B) hear of  

C) hearing from  

D) hearing of  

 

3) This deal is certainly worth … .  

 

A) to think about  

B) to think of  

C) thinking about  

D) thinking of  

 

4) I stopped … to the gym after … lunch because I had too … work.  

 

A) to go / the / many  

B) to go / … / many  

C) going / the / much  

D) going / … / much  

 

5) There's no point … all our services before … the result of the study.  

 

A) outsourcing / to get  

B) outsourcing / getting  

C) to outsource / to get  

D) to outsource / getting  

 

 réponses  
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Traduction de "faire + infinitive" et structures du même 

type. 

1) The boss is talking about … central heating …  

 

A) making / put in  

B) having / put in  

C) making / put up  

D) having / put up  

 

2) The houses … their roofs … off by the storm.  

 

A) made / rip  

B) made / ripped  

C) had / rip  

D) had / ripped  

 

3) The CEO has … blinds … on the windows of the warehouse.  

 

A) made / fitted  

B) had / fitted  

C) made / to fit  

D) had / to fit  

 

4) The manager … the intern … all our customers.  

 

A) had / calling  

B) made / to call  

C) had / call  

D) made / calling  



 

5) Our agent … in Mexico.  

 

A) got to be mugged  

B) got to mugged  

C) got mug  

D) got mugged  

 

 réponses  

 

Traduction de soi-même / seul / propre 

1) The light switches … on at night.  

 

A) oneself  

B) itself  

C) one  

D) alone  

 

2) We've promised … to telephone if one of us is going to be late for the meeting.  

 

A) ourselves  

B) oneself  

C) another  

D) each other  

 

3) The Morrises built their house … .  

 

A) them self  
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B) their self  

C) oneself  

D) themselves  

 

4) How much time do you give … to drive to work?  

 

A) you  

B) your  

C) …  

D) yourself  

 

5) My partner is away and I have to do his work as well as … .  

 

A) myself  

B) my own  

C) hers  

D) his  

 

 réponses  

 

Les principaux verbes de modalité 

1) If we … an hour earlier, we … stuck in this traffic jam.  

 

A) have left / wouldn't be  

B) have left / wouldn't been  

C) had left / wouldn't be  

D) had left / wouldn't been  

http://www.puf.com/%2BPUF/TOEIC-r%C3%A9ponses#Traduction_de_soi-m_C3_AAme_2F_seul_2F_propre


 

2) We … to Roissy as the plane was late.  

 

A) wouldn't have hurried  

B) couldn't have hurried  

C) needn't have hurried  

D) may not have hurried  

 

3) You … come to the meeting if you have more important things to do.  

 

A) mustn't  

B) couldn't  

C) may not  

D) don't have to  

 

4) Phil … Jane since he wasn't at the meeting.  

 

A) mustn't have seen  

B) doesn't have seen  

C) can't have seen  

D) isn't able to see  

 

5)I … think of the impact of inflation on our turnover.  

 

A) mustn't  

B) daren't  

C) need  

D) ought  

 



 réponses  

 

Quelques mots grammaticaux supplémentaires 

1) My job as … is boring, but the pay is good.  

 

A) so  

B) such  

D) which  

D) itself  

 

2) The employees were told to leave the building … .  

 

A) straight  

B) noon  

C) once  

D) at once  

 

3) The Personnel Manager spoke very … of the applicant.  

 

A) praise  

B) good  

C) highly  

D) high  

 

4) Mr Potter is … to retire next year.  

 

A) about  

B) next  

http://www.puf.com/%2BPUF/TOEIC-r%C3%A9ponses#Les_principaux_verbes_de_modalit_C3_A9


C) near  

D) likely  

 

5) I have … begun to read the file.  

 

A) badly  

B) seldom  

C) little  

D) hardly  

 



BUSINESS TRIPS 

1) A s____ is a brief period of residence or visiting.  

 

2) A r____ is a place frequented by people for relaxation or recreation.  

 

3) A c____ is a person whose job is to provide food for social events such as parties and 

weddings.  

 

4) A t____ is a piece of absorbent cloth or paper used for wiping or drying.  

 

5) A _____ is a place in which to sleep, live, or work.  

 

 

RESTAURANTS 

1) A c____ is a bill at a restaurant or bar.  

 

2) A w____ is a man who serves people with food and drink in a restaurant.  

 

3) A m____ is any of the regular occasions, such as breakfast or dinner, when food is served 

and eaten.  

 

4) To p____  : to serve a beverage, such as tea or coffee.  

 

5) An open, generally shallow concave container for holding, cooking, or serving food is 

called a d_____ .  

 

 

THE WEATHER 

1) H____ is a synonym for warmth.  



 

2) A g____ is a very strong wind.  

 

3) The d____ is a long period of abnormally low rainfall, especially one that adversely affects 

growing or living conditions.  

 

4) Precipitation consisting of generally transparent frozen or partially frozen raindrops is 

called s____.  

 

5) D____ is a synonym for humidity.  

 

 

TRANSPORTATION 

1) To b____ a plane: to go aboard it.  

 

2) A c ____ flight is scheduled so as to provide continuing service between airplanes.  

 

3) The c____ is the staff operating or serving aboard an aircraft in flight.  

 

4) A g____ is an opening in a wall for entrance or exit.  

 

5) A c____ is someone who travels regularly from one place to another, as from suburb to city 

and back.  

 

 

OFFICE LIFE 

1) A strip of plastic attached to someone's jacket or hung from his/her neck to identify him/her 

is called a t____.  

 

2) S____ are materials or provisions stored and dispensed when needed.  

 

3) The amount of business transacted during a given period of time is called t____.  



 

4) The l____ is the overall design of a page or book, including elements such as page and type 

size, typeface, and the arrangement of titles and page numbers.  

 

5) A d____ is a book containing an alphabetical or classified listing of names, addresses, and 

other data, such as telephone numbers, of specific persons, groups, or firms.  

 

 

PHONE CALLS 

1) To d ____  : to try to establish a telephone connection by operating the buttons on a 

telephone.  

 

2) A panel accommodating control switches, indicators, and other apparatus for operating 

electric circuits is a s____.  

 

3) A button that is depressed to operate a machine or type a character is a k____.  

 

4) An e____ is an additional telephone connected to the same line as another.  

 

5) To p____ t____  : to connect by telephone.  

 

 

ORDERING, PACKAGING, SHIPPING, 

COMPLAINING 

1) A c____ is an agricultural or mining product that can be processed and resold.  

 

2) A d____ is either a written order for payment of money by a bank or a preliminary outline 

of a letter, book, or speech.  

 

3) A b____ is an offer or proposal of a price.  

 

4) An estimate of costs submitted by a contractor to a prospective client is a q____.  



 

5) A b_____ is an accumulation, especially of unfinished work or unfilled orders.  

 

 

APPLYING FOR A JOB AND WORKING 

1) An organized body of administrators is called a b____.  

 

2) A w____ is either a room where manual work is done or an educational seminar.  

 

3) A person holding a position of authority in a company is an o____.  

 

4) An i ____ is something that encourages effort or action, such as the expectation of reward.  

 

5) A n____ is a formal announcement, notification, or warning, especially an announcement 

of one's intention to withdraw from an agreement or leave a job.  

 

 

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING 

1) A c____ is a game or match in which people or teams compete.  

 

2) A s____ is a portion, piece, or segment that is representative of a whole.  

 

3) A l____ is a sheet of printed matter distributed, usually free, for advertising or information.  

 

4) A p____ is a survey of the public or of a sample of public opinion to acquire information.  

 

5) A h____ is a domestic unit consisting of the members of a family who live together.  

 

 



FACTORY AND MAINTENANCE 

1) A l____ is a crack or flaw that permits something to escape from container or conduit.  

 

2) A replacement part is also called a s____ part.  

 

3) To p____  : to apply force to so as to cause or tend to cause motion toward the source of 

the force.  

 

4) To s____  : to deposit or receive in a warehouse for safekeeping.  

 

5) A s____ is a flat, usually rectangular structure fixed at right angles to a wall or other 

vertical surface and used to hold or store objects.  

 

 

EMERGENCIES 

1) To t____  : To set off; initiate.  

 

2) Electricity supplied to a home, building, or community is also called p____.  

 

3) A d____ is used to make a hole in a hard material.  

 

4) W____ is a synonymous with garbage / trash.  

 

5) A group of workers that relieve another on a regular schedule is a s____.  

 

 

DRIVING 

1) A l____ is one of the parallel strips into which the carriageway of a major road or 

motorway is divided.  



 

2) A t____ is a hoop of rubber fitted around a wheel.  

 

3) A h____ is an electrical signalling device that produces a loud resonant sound.  

 

4) A t____ is a large container for storing liquids or gases.  

 

5) G____ are a set of toothed wheels that engages with another or with a rack in order to 

change the speed of transmitted motion.  

 

 

SHOPPING 

1) To c____  : to enter a debit against a person's account for a purchase.  

 

2) A d____ is a partial or initial payment of a cost or debt.  

 

3) C____ is the balance of money returned when an amount given is more than what is due.  

 

4) A v____ is a written record of expenditure, disbursement, or completed transaction.  

 

5) W____ is the business of selling goods in large quantities and at lower prices to retailers for 

resale.  

 

 

MEANS OF PAYMENT 

1) The b____ is the difference between totals in the debit and credit sides of an account.  

 

2) The y____ is the profit obtained from an investment; a return.  

 

3) A r____ is a sum of money paid.  



 

4) To t____  : to move money from the control of one person or organization to that of 

another.  

 

5) To o____  : to be under an obligation to pay an amount of money to someone.  

 

 

THE HOUSE 

1) The warming of a room or building by a furnace or another source of energy is called 

h____.  

 

2) The r____ is the structure that covers the top of a building.  

 

3) A u____ is a public service, such as water or electricity.  

 

4) A t____ (US: f____ ) is a valve by which the flow of a liquid or gas from a pipe can be 

controlled.  

 

5) A l____' is a machine with a rotating blade for cutting grass.  

 

 

CLOTHING 

1) A ____ is a synonym for clothing.  

 

2) A s____ is a link made by drawing a thread through material with a needle.  

 

3) F____ is a cloth produced especially by knitting or weaving fibers.  

 

4) The s____ is the part of a garment covering the arm.  

 

5) An arrangement of repeated parts or decorative designs is a p____ .  



 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1) To w____  : to determine the weight of by or as if by using a scale or balance.  

 

2) A r____' is a period of relaxation from exertion or labour.  

 

3) To s____  : To arrange in a pile.  

 

4) S____ is synonymous with infrequently or rarely.  

 

5) N_____ is synonymous with midday.  

 



Les mots de liaison à connaître 

1) … organic food is healthy; it is still too expensive for many people.  

 

A) Despite  

B) However  

C) Although  

D) Even  

 

2) … his protests, he had to resign.  

 

A) While  

B) However  

C) For all  

D) Although  

 

3) Fond … I am of sports, I prefer going to the movies.  

 

A) though  

B) while  

C) even  

D) despite  

 

4) This case-study, … interesting, is too complicated.  

 

A) in spite of  

B) while  

C) even  

D) whatever  



 

5) I thought I knew this colleague, … how wrong I was.  

 

A) even  

B) yet  

C) meanwhile  

D) despite  

 

Les principales prépositions de lieu 

1) The career centre provides internships ... the country.  

 

A) at  

B) inside  

C) throughout  

D) into  

 

2) Do you mind if I sit … you?  

 

A) besides  

B) close  

C) next to  

D) towards  

 

3) The mailbox is … the bus stop.  

 

A) on  

B) into  

C) along  



D) by  

 

4) The association contributed five dollars … the bill.  

 

A) into  

B) over  

C) inside  

D) towards  

 

5) George's ranch is … those hills.  

 

A) at  

B) under  

C) beyond  

D) into  

 

Les principales prépositions de temps 

1) I worked as an engineer ... a few years.  

 

A) during  

B) while  

C) for  

D) since  

 

2) The boss will be back … 4 o' clock.  

 

A) until  

B) by  



C) within  

D) to  

 

3) This applicant will be interviewed … Monday.  

 

A) in  

B) at  

C) until  

D) on  

 

4) … they launched the Blue Perfect range, it has been the top-performing line in 

Singapore.  

 

A) When  

B) Until  

C) For  

D) Since  

 

5) They talked about the new client … they were driving.  

 

A) until  

B) meanwhile  

C) while  

D) during  

 

Autres propositions à connaître 

1) Liquidity depends … volatility.  

 

A) to  



B) of  

C) on  

D) upon  

 

2) Resigning … a job can be very stressful.  

 

A) of  

B) in  

C) to  

D) from  

 

3) The company should decide … the bid by Wednesday.  

 

A) of  

B) about  

C) on  

D) for  

 

4) The committee consists … five members.  

 

A) of  

B) in  

C) for  

D) into  

 

5) The book is divided … ten chapters.  

 

A) in  

B) into  



C) to  

D) of  

 

Choix de AS ou LIKE 

1) … in the US, the British securities industry has expanded over the last few years.  

 

A) Like  

B) As  

 

2) We didn't expect a product … Smear-phone to sell like hot cakes.  

 

A) like  

B) as  

 

Choisir l'article adéquat (ou l'absence d'article) 

1) ... coffee will be served after … lunch.  

 

A) The / …  

B) The / the  

C) … / the  

D) … / …  

 

2) I prefer watching … television to listening to … radio.  

 

A) the / the  

B) the / …  

C)… / the  

D) … / …  



 

3) … Doctor Paul arrived … last week.  

 

A) The / …  

B) … / the  

C) … / …  

D) The / the  

 

4) … unemployment rate has decreased slightly.  

 

A) The  

B) …  

 

5) … French work 35 hours a week.  

 

A) The  

B) …  

 

Pronoms, notions de possession et de personne, singulier 

ou pluriel : choisir le mot adéquat 

1) Mr Komura is a colleague of … .  

 

A) them  

B) their  

C) theirs  

D) themselves  

 

2) AltaBista plans to rebuild … search engine.  

 

A) their  



B) his  

C) her  

D) its  

 

3) The manager asked if one of … wanted to apply for the new position.  

 

A) we  

B) our  

C) us  

D) ours  

 

4) The employees went to the meeting by … .  

 

A) them  

B) their  

C) theirs  

D) themselves  

 

5) The items I bought were not as nice as … you offered me.  

 

A) these  

B) that  

C) the ones  

D) which  

 

Place de l’adverbe  

1) Miss Wang is … .  



 

A) late usually  

B) usually late  

 

2) I … to Paris.  

 

A) go often  

B) often go  

 

3) They … ordered the new machine-tool.  

 

A) already have  

B) have already  

 

4) I … haven't found what I'm looking for.  

 

A) yet  

B) still  

 

5) Have you … ordered anything from a company called Pear.com?  

 

A) still  

B) ever  

C) already  

D) always  

 

BOTH, EITHER et NEITHER 

1) "Did you want this one or that one?" "Give me ... ."  

 

A) the two  



B) the both  

C) both  

D) both them  

 

2) I don't mind whether the shop-steward or the Personnel Manager attends - you can 

bring … .  

 

A) the both  

B) both them  

C) either  

D) neither  

 

3) … you attend the meeting or you call the client.  

 

A) Or  

B) Either  

C) Neither  

D) Whether  

 

4) … explanation seems to make sense.  

 

A) Some  

B) Neither  

C) None  

D) No one  

 

5) … I … you will be dismissed.  

 

A) Both / or  

B) Either / and  



C) Neither / nor  

D) Either / nor  

 

SOME, ANY et NONE 

1) … car will do.  

 

A) All  

B) Any  

C) Anyone  

D) Some  

 

2) The client should arrive … moment now.  

 

A) some  

B) every  

C) all  

D) any  

 

3) I don't want to travel … more.  

 

A) no  

B) none  

D) some  

D) any  

 

4) I asked if there were … files left, but my asistant said there were … remaining.  

 

A) any / no one  



B) no / none  

C) some / nothing  

D) any / none  

 

5) Everyone is wrong … of the time.  

 

A) some  

B) somewhat  

C) something  

D) most  

 

MUCH, MANY, LITTLE et FEW 

1) I don't like making phone calls … .  

 

A) highly  

B) plenty  

C) much  

D) many  

 

2) I was expecting lots of people at the meeting, but … turned up.  

 

A) little  

B) few  

C) much  

D) many  

 

3) I thought our clients were satisfied, but quite … of them complained.  



 

A) much  

B) little  

C) few  

D) a few  

 

4) Hurry up; there is … time left.  

 

A) a little  

B) little  

C) few  

D) a few  

 

5) The rejected applicant spoke … and listened ... .  

 

A) little / least  

B) few / least  

C) little / less  

D) few / less  

 

ALL, EVERY, EACH 

1) … four managers discussed the new marketing strategy.  

 

A) Each  

B) All  

C) Every  

D) Together  



 

2) I read the … report last night.  

 

A) all  

B) whole  

C) both  

D) every  

 

3) I didn't find … cartridge, but I bought … else you had listed.  

 

A) no / anything  

B) some / anything  

C) any / all  

D) any / everything  

 

4) The folders cost 50 cents ….  

 

A) every one  

B) everyone  

C) each  

D) each one  

 

5) In September, sales reached … - time high.  

 

A) an all  

B) an every  

C) a whole  

D) an ever  

 



Les quantifieurs 

1) The fires destroyed … homes and forced …residents to flee.  

 

A) several dozens / thousand of  

B) dozens of / thousands of  

C) dozens of / thousand of  

D) a dozen of / a thousand of  

 

2) Never in … would I have guessed that this campaign could boost our sales.  

 

A) a million year  

B) a million years  

C) a million of years  

D) millions of year  

 

3) There are … things the next president can do to limit warming.  

 

A) few hundred  

B) few hundreds  

C) a few hundred  

D) a few hundreds  

 

4) Google expects to spend … research and development and related investments in 

renewable energy.  

 

A) tens of millions in  

B) tens of millions on  

C) ten of million in  

D) ten of million on  



 

5) … troops could be needed in postwar Iraq.  

 

A) Several thousands of  

B) Several thousand of  

C) Several thousands  

D) Several thousand  

 

Noms indénombrables et autres noms atypiques 

1) The Netherlands … many cities, … with … own unique identity.  

 

A) have / every / their  

B) has / each / their  

C) have / every / its  

D) has / each / its  

 

2) One of the uses of … is to explain how … , as … systems, work.  

 

A) economies / economics / economical  

B) economics / economies / economical  

C) economics / economies / economic  

D) economies / economics / economic  

 

3) There …in the field of marketing agricultural produce.  

 

A) has been much progress  

B) have been much progress  

C) has been many progress  



D) have been many progress  

 

4) You have a better chance of selling newspapers if … is relevant … the readership.  

 

A) the news is / to  

B) the news are /to  

C) the news is / for  

D) the news are / for  

 

5) We cannot guarantee the accuracy of … posted on our website.  

 

A) the informations that are  

B) the informations that is  

C) the information that is  

D) the information that are  

 

Choix sémantique 

1) … development is a pattern of resource use that aims to meet human needs while 

preserving the environment.  

 

A) Durable  

B) Lasted  

C) During  

D) Sustainable  

 

2) The item is handmade and … very expensive.  

 

A) consequent  

B) while  



C) hence  

D) resulting  

 

3) I think that the trainees do not like … .  

 

A) themselves  

B) another  

C) one another  

D) each one  

 

4) The investor … £2000 for the Persian carpet.  

 

A) bought  

B) bound  

C) bid  

D) bated  

 

5) Our statisticians need … information.  

 

A) exacting  

B) incorrect  

C) accurate  

D) cleared  

 

Formation des mots, préfixes et suffixes 

1) I didn't find the client's name on the directory because it had been … .  

 

A) misspelling  



B) misspelled  

C) missing  

D) missed  

 

2) The growing … between the rich and poor first are worrying politicians.  

 

A) dilemma  

B) imbalances  

C) disequilibrium  

D) instability  

 

3) Scientists can currently measure the … of the day to an … of about 10 microseconds.  

 

A) long / accurate  

B) length / accurate  

C) long / accuracy  

D) length / accuracy  

 

4) Flue gas from burning coal is the most … pollution in China.  

 

A) afraid  

B) frightened  

C) fearful  

D) worried  

 

5) In all … the meeting will be … .  

 

A) likely / cancelling  

B) likely / cancelled  



C) likelihood / cancelling  

D) likelihood / cancelled  

 

Comparatif et superlatif 

1) The Lanos is the … of Daewoo's current offerings.  

 

A) most small and less expensive  

B) smallest and less expensive  

C) most small and least expensive  

D) smallest and least expensive  

 

2) The … you save, the … you pay off your home loan.  

 

A) most / soonest  

B) most / sooner  

C) more / soonest  

D) more / sooner  

 

3) Your report is an interesting one, … it covers a very wide range of issues.  

 

A) all the most so as  

B) all the more so as  

B) all the most while  

D) all the more while  

 

4) Arctic sea ice is in … shape than ever, according to the latest satellite observations: 

indeed, it is … .  

 

A) worst / more and more thin  



B) worst / thinner and thinner  

C) worse / more and more thin  

D) worse / thinner and thinner  

 

5) … I like ... is their new model.  

 

A) What / the best  

B) What / best  

C) Which / the best  

D) Which / best  

 

Choisir le pronom relatif adéquat 

1) I don't know the reason … the customer complained again.  

A) that  

B) which  

C) for  

D) why  

 

2) Our new manager, … I have known for years, is a good listener.  

 

A) which  

B) whose  

C) whom  

D) …  

 

3) She is the most dynamic executive … I have ever met.  

 

A) that  



B) whom  

C) who  

D) whose  

 

4) This software, … is very useful for secretaries, is manufactured by Lanux.  

 

A) it  

B) what  

C) which  

D) that  

 

5) There is video evidence of the car … driver stole the goods in the warehouse.  

 

A) which  

B) whom  

C) whose  

D) its  

 

Distinction entre participe passé et participe présent 

1) … chairs is a good idea because they can neatly be … away when not in … .  

 

A) Stacking / storing / using  

B) Stacking / stored / use  

C) Stacked / storing / using  

D) Stacked / stored / using  

 

2) The cumulative effects of ... to work are ... .  



 

A) commuted / being studied  

B) commuting / being studied  

C) commuted / being studying  

D) commuting / being studying  

 

3) It might be ... to keep ... between abbreviations and full words.  

 

A) confused / switched  

B) confusing / switching  

C) confused / switching  

D) confusing / switched  

 

4) The goal of an ... system is to reduce the time ... for service.  

 

A) improving / requiring  

B) improved / required  

C) improving / required  

D) improved / requiring  

 

5) The investigators do not know by how much the speed limit was ... .  

 

A) exceeding  

B) exceedingly  

C) exceed  

D) exceeded  

 

IF et WHEN 



1) If our competitors … this information they would … how to market their products.  

 

A) had / have known  

B) have had / have known  

C) have had / know  

D) had had / have known  

 

2) We … make a decision when we … ready.  

 

A) would / are  

B) would / will be  

C) will / are  

D) will / will be  

 

3) Which customers … when you … in the US?  

 

A) do you meet / will be  

B) will you meet / will be  

C) will you meet / are  

D) would you meet / would be  

 

4) The Personnel Manager asked me if I … any placement last summer.  

 

A) have  

B) had  

C) have had  

D) had had  

 

5) If I … you, I … wait for better technology instead of buying this screen.  



 

A) was / will  

B) was / would  

C) were / will  

D) were / would  

 

Cohérence entre le verbe et les autres éléments de la 

phrase 

1) Thousands of jobs ... to Morocco.  

 

A) has been outsourcing  

B) have been outsourcing  

C) has been outsource  

D) have been outsourced  

 

2) A new plant … near Bombay.  

 

A) has been being built  

B) is been built  

C) is being built  

D) has been build  

 

3) CFD's sales force … more efficient in dealing with multiple languages.  

 

A) have been becoming  

B) has been becoming  

C) have become  

D) has become  



 

4) The topic and the timing of the seminar … successful.  

 

A) has made it  

B) have made it  

C) has made them  

D) have made them  

 

5) IBT … successfully developed software solutions for a wide range of … .  

 

A) has / industry  

B) have / industry  

C) has / industries  

D) have / industries  

 

Présent simple ou présent continu 

1) We ... our corporate image.  

 

A) have been currently updating  

B) have currently updated  

C) currently update  

D) are currently updating  

 

2) I get a lot of phone-calls because I … for a colleague who is on maternity leave.  

 

A) cover  

B) have covered  

C) am covering  



D) had covered  

 

3) We can meet when I … back.  

 

A) am getting  

B) get  

C) will get  

D) would get  

 

4) I … to Barcelona to meet our distributors once a month.  

 

A) am going  

B) go  

C) use to go  

D) would go  

 

5) The CEO … about transferring Tom to our Belgian subsidiary.  

 

A) think  

B) thinks  

C) is thinking  

D) has been think  

 

FOR, SINCE, AGO 

1) We … in Oxford for ten years and then we … to London.  

 

A) have lived / have moved  

B) have lived / moved  



C) lived / have moved  

D) lived / moved  

 

2) Our export manager … in Australia … the last week.  

 

A) is / since  

B) is / for  

C) has been / since  

D) has been / for  

 

3) Our banker … three times this morning and … here this afternoon.  

 

A) has rung up / has come  

B) has rung up / came  

C) rang up / has come  

D) rang up / had come  

 

4) It … 5 years since we … the assembly-line.  

 

A) was / have streamlined  

B) is / have streamlined  

C) was / streamlined  

D) is / streamlined  

 

5) We … in London for 10 years when we … to Oxford.  

 

A) have lived / have moved  

B) have been living / have moved  

C) had lived / moved  



D) had been living / moved  

 

La concordance des temps 

1) John … that he … any confidential information.  

 

A) denied / has disclosed  

B) has denied / has disclosed  

C) denied / had disclosed  

D) has denied / would disclose  

 

2) The accountant asked me when Mike … to Cairo.  

 

A) will go  

B) was going  

C) were going  

D) goes  

 

3) Tom said that he … home when his car … into a tree.  

 

A) was driving / had crashed  

B) drove / crashed  

C) was driving / crashed  

D) drove / had crashed  

 

4) When I … to the station, I … I … my briefcase at the office.  

 

A) have got / have realized / have left  

B) got / have realized / have left  



C) got / realized / had left  

D) have got / have realized / had left  

 

5) The technician … that the machine … be repaired within a day or two.  

 

A) has hoped / will  

B) hoped / will  

C) has hoped / would  

D) hoped / would  

 

Les verbes à particule 

1) The boss has put … the meeting.  

 

A) out  

B) off  

C) away  

D) up  

 

2) I wrote … the address to make sure I would not forget it.  

 

A) up  

B) in  

C) down  

D) off  

 

3) We are going to run … of spare parts.  

 

A) down  



B) up  

C) away  

D) out  

 

4) Could you pick … John from the airport?  

 

A) down  

B) on  

C) up  

D) out  

 

5) AB plc took our company … last year.  

 

A) on  

B) off  

C) over  

D) back  

 

Verbes suivis de TO + infinitif et verbes suivis de –ING 

1) Unfortunately, I didn't remember … him about the new plant so I have nothing … 

you about it.  

 

A) to ask / to tell  

B) to ask / telling  

C) asking / to tell  

D) asking / telling  

 

2) I look forward to … you.  



 

A) hear from  

B) hear of  

C) hearing from  

D) hearing of  

 

3) This deal is certainly worth … .  

 

A) to think about  

B) to think of  

C) thinking about  

D) thinking of  

 

4) I stopped … to the gym after … lunch because I had too … work.  

 

A) to go / the / many  

B) to go / … / many  

C) going / the / much  

D) going / … / much  

 

5) There's no point … all our services before … the result of the study.  

 

A) outsourcing / to get  

B) outsourcing / getting  

C) to outsource / to get  

D) to outsource / getting  

 

Traduction de "faire + infinitive" et structures du même 

type 



1) The boss is talking about … central heating …  

 

A) making / put in  

B) having / put in  

C) making / put up  

D) having / put up  

 

2) The houses … their roofs … off by the storm.  

 

A) made / rip  

B) made / ripped  

C) had / rip  

D) had / ripped  

 

3) The CEO has … blinds … on the windows of the warehouse.  

 

A) made / fitted  

B) had / fitted  

C) made / to fit  

D) had / to fit  

 

4) The manager … the intern … all our customers.  

 

A) had / calling  

B) made / to call  

C) had / call  

D) made / calling  

 

5) Our agent … in Mexico.  



 

A) got to be mugged  

B) got to mugged  

C) got mug  

D) got mugged  

 

Traduction de soi-même / seul / propre 

1) The light switches … on at night.  

 

A) oneself  

B) itself  

C) one  

D) alone  

 

2) We've promised … to telephone if one of us is going to be late for the meeting.  

 

A) ourselves  

B) oneself  

C) another  

D) each other  

 

3) The Morrises built their house … .  

 

A) them self  

B) their self  

C) oneself  

D) themselves  



 

4) How much time do you give … to drive to work?  

 

A) you  

B) your  

C) …  

D) yourself  

 

5) My partner is away and I have to do his work as well as … .  

 

A) myself  

B) my own  

C) hers  

D) his  

 

Les principaux verbes de modalité 

1) If we … an hour earlier, we … stuck in this traffic jam.  

 

A) have left / wouldn't be  

B) have left / wouldn't been  

C) had left / wouldn't be  

D) had left / wouldn't been  

 

2) We … to Roissy as the plane was late.  

 

A) wouldn't have hurried  

B) couldn't have hurried  

C) needn't have hurried  



D) may not have hurried  

 

3) You … come to the meeting if you have more important things to do.  

 

A) mustn't  

B) couldn't  

C) may not  

D) don't have to  

 

4) Phil … Jane since he wasn't at the meeting.  

 

A) mustn't have seen  

B) doesn't have seen  

C) can't have seen  

D) isn't able to see  

 

5)I … think of the impact of inflation on our turnover.  

 

A) mustn't  

B) daren't  

C) need  

D) ought  

Quelques mots grammaticaux supplémentaires 

1) My job as … is boring, but the pay is good.  

 

A) so  

B) such  

D) which  



D) itself  

 

2) The employees were told to leave the building … .  

 

A) straight  

B) noon  

C) once  

D) at once  

 

3) The Personnel Manager spoke very … of the applicant.  

 

A) praise  

B) good  

C) highly  

D) high  

 

4) Mr Potter is … to retire next year.  

 

A) about  

B) next  

C) near  

D) likely  

 

5) I have … begun to read the file.  

 

A) badly  

B) seldom  

C) little  

D) hardly  



BUSINESS TRIPS 

1) A stay is a brief period of residence or visiting.  

 

2) A resort is a place frequented by people for relaxation or recreation.  

 

3) A caterer is a person whose job is to provide food for social events such as parties and 

weddings.  

 

4) A towel is a piece of absorbent cloth or paper used for wiping or drying.  

 

5) Accommodation is a place in which to sleep, live, or work.  

 

RESTAURANTS 

1) A check is a bill at a restaurant or bar.  

 

2) A waiter is a man who serves people with food and drink in a restaurant.  

 

3) A meal is any of the regular occasions, such as breakfast or dinner, when food is served 

and eaten.  

 

4) To pour: to serve a beverage, such as tea or coffee.  

 

5) An open, generally shallow concave container for holding, cooking, or serving food is 

called a dish.  

 

THE WEATHER 

1) Heat is a synonym for warmth.  

 

2) A gale is a very strong wind.  



 

3) The drought is a long period of abnormally low rainfall, especially one that adversely 

affects growing or living conditions.  

 

4) Precipitation consisting of generally transparent frozen or partially frozen raindrops is 

called sleet.  

 

5) Damp is a synonym for humidity.  

 

TRANSPORTATION 

1) To board a plane: to go aboard it.  

 

2) A connecting flight is scheduled so as to provide continuing service between airplanes.  

 

3) The crew is the staff operating or serving aboard an aircraft in flight.  

 

4) A gate is an opening in a wall for entrance or exit.  

 

5) A commuter is someone who travels regularly from one place to another, as from suburb 

to city and back.  

 

OFFICE LIFE 

1) A strip of plastic attached to someone's jacket or hung from his/her neck to identify him/her 

is called a tag.  

 

2) Supplies are materials or provisions stored and dispensed when needed.  

 

3) The amount of business transacted during a given period of time is called turnover.  

 

4) The layout is the overall design of a page or book, including elements such as page and 

type size, typeface, and the arrangement of titles and page numbers.  



 

5) A directory is a book containing an alphabetical or classified listing of names, addresses, 

and other data, such as telephone numbers, of specific persons, groups, or firms.  

 

PHONE CALLS 

1) To dial: to try to establish a telephone connection by operating the buttons on a telephone.  

 

2) A panel accommodating control switches, indicators, and other apparatus for operating 

electric circuits is a switchboard.  

 

3) A button that is depressed to operate a machine or type a character is a key.  

 

4) An extension is an additional telephone connected to the same line as another.  

 

5) To put through: to connect by telephone.  

 

ORDERING, PACKAGING, SHIPPING, 

COMPLAINING 

1) A commodity is an agricultural or mining product that can be processed and resold.  

 

2) A draft is either a written order for payment of money by a bank or a preliminary outline 

of a letter, book, or speech.  

 

3) A bid is an offer or proposal of a price.  

 

4) An estimate of costs submitted by a contractor to a prospective client is a quotation.  

 

5) A backlog is an accumulation, especially of unfinished work or unfilled orders.  

 

APPLYING FOR A JOB AND WORKING 

1) An organized body of administrators is called a board.  



 

2) A workshop is either a room where manual work is done or an educational seminar.  

 

3) A person holding a position of authority in a company is an officer.  

 

4) An incentive is something that encourages effort or action, such as the expectation of 

reward.  

 

5) A notice is a formal announcement, notification, or warning, especially an announcement 

of one's intention to withdraw from an agreement or leave a job.  

 

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING 

1) A contest is a game or match in which people or teams compete.  

 

2) A sample is a portion, piece, or segment that is representative of a whole.  

 

3) A leaflet is a sheet of printed matter distributed, usually free, for advertising or 

information.  

 

4) A poll is a survey of the public or of a sample of public opinion to acquire information.  

 

5) A household is a domestic unit consisting of the members of a family who live together.  

 

FACTORY AND MAINTENANCE 

1) A leak is a crack or flaw that permits something to escape from container or conduit.  

 

2) A replacement part is also called a spare part.  

 

3) To pull: to apply force to so as to cause or tend to cause motion toward the source of the 

force.  

4) To store: to deposit or receive in a warehouse for safekeeping.  



 

5) A shelf is a flat, usually rectangular structure fixed at right angles to a wall or other vertical 

surface and used to hold or store objects.  

 

EMERGENCIES 

1) To trigger: To set off; initiate.  

 

2) Electricity supplied to a home, building, or community is also called power.  

 

3) A drill is used to make a hole in a hard material.  

 

4) Waste is a synonymous with garbage / trash.  

 

5) A group of workers that relieve another on a regular schedule is a shift.  

 

DRIVING 

1) A lane is one of the parallel strips into which the carriageway of a major road or motorway 

is divided.  

 

2) A tire is a hoop of rubber fitted around a wheel.  

 

3) A horn is an electrical signalling device that produces a loud resonant sound.  

 

4) A tank is a large container for storing liquids or gases.  

 

5) Gears are a set of toothed wheels that engages with another or with a rack in order to 

change the speed of transmitted motion.  

 

SHOPPING 

1) To charge: to enter a debit against a person's account for a purchase.  



 

2) A deposit is a partial or initial payment of a cost or debt.  

 

3) Change is the balance of money returned when an amount given is more than what is due.  

 

4) A voucher is a written record of expenditure, disbursement, or completed transaction.  

 

5) Wholesale is the business of selling goods in large quantities and at lower prices to 

retailers for resale.  

 

MEANS OF PAYMENT 

1) The balance is the difference between totals in the debit and credit sides of an account.  

 

2) The yield is the profit obtained from an investment; a return.  

 

3) A remittance is a sum of money paid.  

 

4) To transfer: to move money from the control of one person or organization to that of 

another.  

 

5) To owe: to be under an obligation to pay an amount of money to someone.  

 

THE HOUSE 

1) The warming of a room or building by a furnace or another source of energy is called 

heating.  

 

2) The roof is the structure that covers the top of a building.  

 

3) A utility is a public service, such as water or electricity.  

 

4) A tap (US: faucet) is a valve by which the flow of a liquid or gas from a pipe can be 

controlled.  



 

5) A lawnmower is a machine with a rotating blade for cutting grass.  

 

CLOTHING 

1) Apparel is a synonym for clothing.  

 

2) A stitch is a link made by drawing a thread through material with a needle.  

 

3) Fabric is a cloth produced especially by knitting or weaving fibers.  

 

4) The sleeve is the part of a garment covering the arm.  

 

5) An arrangement of repeated parts or decorative designs is a pattern.  

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1) To weigh: to determine the weight of by or as if by using a scale or balance.  

 

2) A rest is a period of relaxation from exertion or labour.  

 

3) To stack: To arrange in a pile.  

 

4) Seldom is synonymous with infrequently or rarely.  

 

5) Noon is synonymous with midday.  

 


